How To "Wonder"
Registration through SEASPAR is required. Wonders offers weekly programs, special events, and adapted programs. Please refer to the current SEASPAR brochure for additional details. If you would like to schedule a visit before signing your child up for sessions, please contact SEASPAR to arrange a time.

Group Availability
Interested in bringing your group to Wonders? Contact SEASPAR for information.

Waiting Area
A waiting room is adjacent to Wonders, with a one-way viewing window for parents, if they choose to observe. Complimentary Wi-Fi and coffee are provided in the Program Room.

Multi-Sensory Room Features
Wonders’ specially-designed equipment appeals to the auditory, tactile, olfactory, and visual senses. The Gesturetek Cube creates an interactive projection on the floor with amazing special effects which are gesture controlled.

The Soundbeam 5 converts your movements into sound and music. Individuals are enabled to express themselves through this contact-free musical instrument.

Bubble tubes provide multi-sensory feedback and stimulate the visual system. Individuals can control color changes and color change speed with the push of a button.

The Vibroacoustic Learning Chair offers beanbag styling with mold-to-the-body comfort. Music is played through the chair so that the individual is surrounded by the music and can also feel its gentle vibrations.

Essential aromatherapy oils can be diffused into the room, dispersing a calming and pleasing scent.

Several items are also available for individuals to move around the room as they please. Examples include the Jumbo Love Bug, aromatic stuffed animals, weighted blankets, and more.

For first-time users
Valid for $5.00 off a Wonders program.

Located in the Lisle Recreation Center – Door 8
1925 Ohio Street, Lisle, Illinois 60532
630-960-7600  www.seaspar.org
Benefits of the multi-sensory room include
- Improved mood
- Fewer disruptive behaviors
- Decreased anxiety
- Decreased fear
- Improved communication
- Enhanced interpersonal interactions

The room primarily benefits individuals of any age with
- Autism/Autism Spectrum Disorders • ADHD
- Sensory Processing Disorders • Dementia

Here's what our participants' parents are saying

“It's been exciting to see my child become more involved with the room with each visit!”

“We love this program. I truly believe this program is helping my daughter. We appreciate it so much!”

“My son loves the room. We had a 5 punch card for the summer, but by the second visit he asked me to please get the 12 punch card for fall!”

Engage your senses at Wonders!

Our multi-sensory room contains interactive equipment that pleases the senses in a variety of unique and soothing ways.

Feel the vibration of the music as it plays through the Learning Chair, follow the motion of the bubbles as they move and change colors within the bubble tubes, make music with the wave of your hand, enjoy relaxing aromas, and make water ripple as you dip your toes into the pond projected on the floor.